Public History

Projects

* [Will Whitworth and Kara Zelasko, Chicago](https://willkarachicago.github.io/)
* [Klibanoff: Mapping Civil War](https://medium.com/@cklibanoff/public-memory-and-street-names-in-the-south-who-gets-remembered-de8f7cb9e1e8)

Monograph rates

* ![Monograph Circulation Rates](http://www.tandfonline.com/na101/home/literatum/publisher/tandf/journals/content/ulca20/2013/ulca20.v037.i03-04/14649055.2013.10766352/20140108/images/medium/ulca_a_10766352_f0006_c.jpg)

Source: Are first-circulation patterns for monographs in the humanities different from the sciences? J. Parker Ladwig & Thurston D. Miller Pages 77-84. Published online: 08 Jan 2014
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